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(New Version 5.8.0 updates more 3,315 fault codes)
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Current, database of DTD Code have more than
113.395 fault codes include engine, body,
chassis, ABS, air bags fault code, etc ... for most
of manufacturers in the world: ACURA, ALFA
ROMEO, AUDI, ASTON MARTIN, ASTRA,
BMW, BUICK, CADILLAC, CHEVROLET,
CITROEN, CHRYSLER/JEEP, CROWN
VICTORIA, DAEWOO, DAIHATSU,
 Function

DAIMLER, DODGE, EAGLE, FORD, FIAT,

- DTD Code is the professional software lookups

GM/GMC, GEO, HONDA, HYUNDAI,

fault code of vehicle. It is precision, reliability

INFINITI, ISUZU, JAGUAR, KIA, LAND

and reputation, comprehensive.

ROVER, LANCIA, LEXUS, LINCOLN,

- Lookup fault code and suggested repairs for all

MAZDA, MAYBACH, MCC SMART,

types of vehicle include: passenger cars, light

MERCEDES-BENZ, MERCURY, MERKUR,

trucks, medium trucks, heavy trucks, weight

MITSUBISHI, MINI, NEON, NISSAN,

super truck, construction machines, the machines

OLDSMOBILE, OPEL/VAUXHALL,

use car engine...

PEUGEOT, PLYMOUTH, PONTIAC,

- Lookup information fault codes of OBD-I,

PORSCHE, PROTON, RENAULT, REGAL,

EOBD, JOBD, OBD-II and all the special fault

SAAB, SCION, SATURN, SMART,

code.

STERLING, SUBARU, SUZUKI, SEAT,

- Support for all vehicle systems including

SKODA, TOYOTA, TRIUMPH,

engines, chassis, body, electrical equipment and

WINNABEGO, VOLVO, VOLKSWAGEN,

accessories on car, etc...

YUGO...

- Supports most generic fault codes, personal and

 Information needed for customers to buy

special. Updated in 2015 and auto live update in

product

next years.

Currently, the market has some kind of

- Read / clear fault, display current data of the

diagnostic equipment for automobiles in China,

engine, turn off the warning lamp and reset the

Korea, Germany and USA ....However, when

system (if combined with accompanying
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hardware. Click to see more details)

using, there are some problems as follows:

- Display information and details on the

- Read the fault code only but does not contain

computer screen.

detailed information about the content in the

- Print and store fault information, workshop

database of the device.

information and vehicle information

- Read the fault code and fault content but the

- Free and automatically updated the newest

content is too superficial

version.

To solve this problem simply, effective and fast,

- Use license for one or many computers with the

you let your scanner combined with DTD Code

orders.

software.

 Request computer

With DTD-Code, all fault codes that you need to

- 01 CD of DTD CODE Software

know details about it will be answered by a few

- 01 cover

simple mouse clicks.

- 01 copyright register code

- A new generation of vehicles was equipped

- 01 Guide book

with small computer system on the car (Car

 Package

Computer), the fault code displayed on the

- 01 CD of DTD CODE Software

vehicle. For example: P1347, P0AAA, 271F, 11-

- 01 cover

AC, 31, 3135, B2604, C0215, U1172... You just

- 01 active code

need to install additional DTD-Code software is

- 01 Guide book

the car will know exactly what your problem is
before go to the workshop to repairing.
- We are free updates to customers when a new
version is released.
- If your car is code error will appear, you can
send us to lookup.
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